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<ABSTRACT>

The relative effectiveness of noncontiguous cartograds,

in presenting data were tested over a continnmm of tasks

ranging from general to specific, using university stude;ts

as subjects.

A total of three tasks were examined, one task required

subjects to judge cartograms showing a very general

distribution, the second task required a moderate amount af

information to be retrieved, and the third task required

very specific information to be obtained from the cartogram.

Two sets of noncontiguous cartograms of the United States

were used; one set had international and internal boundar;es

the second set had only international houndaries.

In general students performed task one and two with a

great deal of accuracy, proving noncontiguous cartograme are

a useful method of displaying geographic information. Tie

third task was less successful than the first tw:. althzxgh

this fact is not surprising, we learned that when displevihg



E and trying to retrieve very specific kinds cf infcrmetic;

the noncontiguous cartogram is net a veiable option.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this research is to study the

noncontiguous eartogram as a means of communicating

geographie information. No method of expressing geographie

information will work well in all situations. Cartograms

allow map users to judge similarities and differences

between maps, distinguish characteristics of the overall _

distribution, regionalize distributions mapped, compare

regions and determine which has the higher concentration.

By testing user performance with cartograms for a

representative sample of this range of tasks, the capacity

of the eartogram to communieate spatial information can be

established. Although the eartogram is not used as often as

traditional quantitative positional symbols, such as the

graduated circle, the characteristics which make it unique

may also make the eartogram an effective method of

presenting geographie information.

The eartogram has been variously defined. Erwin Raisz

was one of the first to define cartograms: "any highly

abstracted simplified map, the purpose of which is to

demonstrate in a single diagrammatie way" (1948). Muehreke

(1978) defined cartograms as ”super—distorted maps, or maps

1
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in which the actual geography is disturbed in order to show

magnitude". Linear cartograms, one category described by

Muehrcke, emphasize distances along routes. Often distance

is expressed in non-planimetric terms such as travel time,

cost, or energy use (Figure 1).

A second type of cartogram represents values for

enumeration units by scaling the area of the unit in

proportion to the magnitude mapped. For example, the size of

a state on the map is scaled in proportion to its _

population, rather than its geographie size. Early

cartographic textbooks and journals, and several modern

atlases (Kidron & Segal,198l) used cartograms that depicted

units as rectanglar shapes. Sizes of rectangles were

proportional to values they represent, rather than to their

actual areas. A significant problem with this type of

cartogram is that the loss of original shapes makes the

units difficult to distinguish without labels (Figure 2).

With contiguous area cartograms there is an attempt to

maintain shape, and to retain correct topological relations

with neighboring units, while varying the size of the

original unit in proportion to the value it represents.

Production of contiguous cartograms has been either by

manual grid cell approximation or computer assisted methods.Manual methods are both difficult and tedious. No two
\______i
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people will construct them identically, since a consistent

methodology is lacking. Consistent procedures may be used

to program a computer to produce contiguous area cartograms

where "absolute proximity and contiguity relationships are

maintained" (Muehrcke,l978). The computer can change the

shapes of the units in a controlled manner (Figure 3).

The noncontiguous value—by—area cartogram is the focus

for the present study. In this cartogram, the shapes of the

individual units are retained, and the units stay centered

on their correct geographic location. Since the size of

units varies from a planimetric map, units’ proximity
relationships are retained but borders are no longer shared

(Figure 4).

Because of its unconventional appearance, the cartogram

is visually arresting, and more people have begun to use

them in both academic and popular media. In the popular

media, cartograms attract the readers’ attention and

supposedly provide a general impression of the topic

presented. Cartograms also appear in college textbooks.w _

Whether students pay more attention to this type of map is

unclear. It is also unclear whether students can read

information displayed on a cartogram effectively. Such

questions, along with the increasing popularity of

cartograms has stimulated the present attempt to assess
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their effectiveness. This research will evaluate the

communication effectiveness of noncontiguous cartograms for

a selection of tasks ranging from general to specific.

Specifically, three types of information will be examined:

similarity difference judgment of entire map distributions,

regional comparison, and ratio comparison of individual map

units.

Noncontiguous, rather then contiguous, cartograms were

selected for investigation for a variety of reasons.

Firstly, the contiguous cartogram, when constructed

manually, involves great subjectivity and personal

preference on the part of the cartographer. Neighboring

units do not necessarily adjoin, causing distortion, which

makes unit recognization difficult. The noncontiguous
T

cartogram, on the other hand, does not require as many

subjective decisions. The only subjectivity is the base

scaling unit to which the others are related, a subjective

decision encountered in all graduated point symbol maps.

The shape of the unit is either enlarged or reduced without

any additional generalization or distortion. Units are
I

.

„centered on their proper geographic location. Usually they

are constructed around the centroid of the orginal unit, and

their areas are scaled in proportion to the values they

represent. The advantage is that the shapes and positions

of the units have not changed, only their relative sizes.
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The purpose of the present study is to evaluate the
comunication effectiveness of noncontiguous cartograms for a
selection of tasks ranging from simple to complex and to
determine the influence of several variables, including
internal unit boundaries, on this effectiveness.



CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

While cartograms are popular, their effectiveness has

not yet been sufficiently documented. Borden Dent (1975)

pointed to the lack of attention given to properties and the

effectiveness of cartograms. Muehrcke (1980) has stated the

dramatic character of the cartogram may deceive unwary

readers, "and that geographers would do well to gain

sufficient sophistication to handle these maps effectively”.

Olson (1976) also called for a thorough evaluation of the

usefullness of the noncontiguous cartogram to the reader.

This study will evaluate the kinds of information

subjects can obtain from a noncontiguous cartogram, and the

performance of subjects on a range of tasks. The purpose of
a map is to convey information to the map reader. To meet

this goal the cartographer must decide what information is

pertinent for the desired message to be received. Once the

map message has been determined, symbolization of data must

be determined. The wrong choice of symbolization would
O

create an erroneous impression.

The following sections will put the present study in the

context of previous research on communication effectiveness

of graduated point symbol maps. Literature on cartograms is

not extensive. However, considerable attention has been

10
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V
directed to other forms of quantitative point symbole, such

V as graduated circles. The discussion therefore will begin

with research dealing with graduated circles, then a general

consideration of quantitative point symbolization.

Graduated Circles
A

Psychological Scaling

Graduated circle maps are one of the most common forms

of thematic mapping. Cartographers, over the past two

decades, have examined many aspects of the graduated circle

as a cartographic symbol e.g. (Meihoefer 1969, Flannery

1971, Dobson 1975, Chang 1980, Gilmartin 1981). The starting

point for research on graduated circle perception was the

identification of consistent errors in estimation of

graduated circle size. Flannery (1971) was among the first

cartographers to look seriously at rescaling of symbols to

correct for perceptual characteristics of map users.

Flannery determined that with traditional scaling of

graduated circles <circles are drawn in proportion to the

value they represent), map users consistently obtain
1

.

incorrect information from the map. The ’average’ map reader

underestimates size differences between circles, thereby

perceiving less difference than actually exists between map

unit values. Since the primary objective of a thematic map

is accurate communication of geographie information, and the
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scaling methods used fell short of this ideal, an

alternative method of scaling graduated circles was devised.

Flannery derived an empirical power function to rescale the

graduated circle, compensating for user underestimation.

Using the function derived, [x=y<.57i6>l, and the value for

the circle, a new radius could be calculated. When circles

are scaled using this method, the map reader should be able
4

to visually determine differences more accurately than if

the cartographer employs traditional ratio scaling.

Various members of the cartographic community have

followed Flannery’s lead and examined perception of

graduated circles using a variety of procedures. Crawford

(1971) examined grey tone symbols and the accuracy with

which they portray the intended message. Crawford compared

only graduated circles in his test on graduated point

symbols. Circles were chosen for their versatility and ease

of construction, because they could be used for both

qualitative and quantitative data and because the two

dimensional properties of the circle requires the reader to

make an areal judgment rather than a linear one. He modeled

his test after Flannery’s (1971), so that any differences

could be attributed to the grey tone rather than to the test

design. Judgments of the grey tone circles were similar to

black circles.

In spite of Crawford’s apparent confirmation of

Flannery’s work, Chang <l977> contended, that under—
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estimation is a product of the type of estimation used for

the test. If the experimenter requests subjects to estimate

the ratio between two circles, underestimation cccurs less

frequently than if subjects are asked to estimate the

differences in magnitude. The legend symbol used to aid the

reader in magnitude estimation tasks plays an important role

in the responses given by the subjects.

There has been ccnsiderable variation in the exponents

on power functions used to explain the relationship between

actual and estimated values for circles. Flannery's exponent

was 0.87, while subsequent tests, by cartographers and

psychologists, have produced exponents ranging from 0.58 to

1.20 (Chang, 1980 p.l55). Chang (1977) attributes the

discrepency among these values to three factors. One factor

is differences in test design. As discussed above results of

value judgements will differ greatly for ratio estimation

versus magnitude estimation. A second factor relates to the

manner in which the subjects were asked to judge area or

size. The third factor is the effect of the standards or

anchors used for the experiment. ln the present experiment

it was not necessary for subjects to estimate the units or

states and provide a value for that unit. On a map designed

for this task, an anchor would have to be provided, and the

anchor’s would have to be considered along with whether

there should be more than one of them.
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Overlapping Symbols

One problem with the graduated circle map is overlapping

symbols. Circle overlap interferes with the perceptual

scaling solutions that have been devised.

The mapping of most distributions will cause the overlap

of some circles, and when overlapping occurs, independent

judgment of circle size ls more difficult £Groop and Cole,

1978). Groop and Cole evaluated the effect that overlapping

circles have on circle size estimation comparing various

methods of handling circle overlap. They produced three sets

of maps: one set having grey circles without overlap, one

set with grey circles cutout in areas of overlap, and one

set where all circles are grey and, therefore, ’transparent’

when overlapping occurs. Results of a magnitude estimation

task demonstrated that transparent circles were judged

similarly to non—overlapping circles. As circle size

increased underestimation of values became greater.

Findings concerning circle overlap are relevant to the

study of noncontiguous cartograms because unit overlap can

C)CCU1'“. The noncontiguous CäI“tC)g'I'°E1lY1, however, can be designed

to eliminate overlap by giving the unit with the highest

value one hundred percent of its original size, and scaling

all others from it. For real world distributions which yield

overlapping circles, therefore, cartograms may offer an

advantage. The obvious disadvantage of this is the
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possibility of the units with low vaues becoming so small

that they are unrecognizable.

Map Context

Graduated circle size estimation is also biased by

surrounding circles of different size (Chang, 1977). Thus

the context of a given quantitative point symbol matters.

Gilmartin (1931) hypothesized that political boundaries

enclosing the circle may diminish the size contrast effect.

Size contrast effect is when the differences between

graduated circles are accentuated or minimized when judged

in relation to smaller or larger circles around the circle

in question. Through a series of tests, Gilmartin concluded

1. The visual context within which a test circle was

viewed, influences the apparent size of that

circle; and

2. The presence of internal borders reduced the

illusion of the size difference; and

3. Small circles were more susceptible to size

contrast effects than larger circles
I

While Gilmartin tested graduated circles, her

conclusions may be relevant to cartograms. For exanple, one

small state surrounded by larger states may appear smaller

to the Viewer, than the same size state in another context.
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Cartograms

Cartograms have received less attention than other types

of cartographic symbolization. Textbook authors have

discussed the creation of cartograms (Dent, 1985, Riasz,

1948), but few attempts have been made at systematic

evaluation of their relative effectiveness communicating

different types of map information.

Raisz (1934, 1936) discussed procedures by which a

cartogram should be constructed from rectangles. Even for

these extremely schematic representations, Raisz believed

that cartograms would become useful tools in modern

geography (Raisz, 1934). Lacko (1967) advocated cartograms

as a more effective way to depict economic data than the

traditional graduated circle maps and dot maps. He favored

the noncontiguous value—by—area cartogram, since map

relationships are preserved, shape distortion is minimal and

the units represented retain their original neighboring

units. Haro (1968) produced an adaption: with a cartogram of

the United States as a base, Haro superimposed graduatedi

circles to represent metropolition area population.

Various cartographers (Dent 1972,1975, Olson 1976,

Muehrcke 1978) have concured that cartograms illustrate

certain geographic relationships well, and because they are

uncommon that may cause the average reader to look
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at them more closely. However, there is also agreement that

little is known about cartogram communication effectiveness,

and that much research is needed to ensure that cartograms

can communicate their message.

Dent (1972) was one of the first to be concerned with
communication effectiveness of the cartogram. Using

contiguous value—by—area cartograms, he investigated the

V
process by which the map reader mentally generalizes shapes

of familiar states. This knowledge can be used by the

cartographer to preserve the essential shape qualities in

cartograms (Dent, 1972). Subjects in Dent’s study were

requested to identify ten border point locations which they

felt would best depict selected states. The set of ten

points selected most often were adopted for 16 states in the

United States. The states were easily recognized with ten

points, although increasing the number of visual clues made

identification easier (Dent, 1972).
Dent concluded that if the approximate shape of the

state cannot be maintained, contiguous cartograms should not

be used. With the noncontiguous cartogram, the shapes of the

units are always maintained, so recognition of units will

depend on the map reader’s familiarity with the units and

not on the degree to which the shape is distorted.

In his second article on cartograms, Dent examined the

communications aspects of contiguous cartograms. He believed

the cartogram to be one of the purest forms of quantitative
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thematic mapping available, and thought it necessary to

determine if subjects could retrieve information from the

cartogram, and to elicit map users’ attitudes towards

cartograms. The results of a semantic differential test (a

test using polar differences between pairs of words or

phases) showed very few differences were evident between the
,

cartogram and the graduated circle map when comparing

I
general attitudes and appearences. A difference was apparent

when subjects judged the readability of the contiguous

cartogram in comparison to the graduated circle map. The _

contiguous cartogram was judged difficult to read and vague

in portraying information, while the graduated circle map

was just the opposite. (Dent 1975 p. 162) Dent°s conclusions

present a starting point for research on the visual impact

of the noncontiguous cartogram.

In one of the few articles to concentrate solely on

noncontiguous cartogram, Olson (1976) has laid out methods

of construction and characteristics. One unique trait of

noncontiguous cartogram is that information can be derived

from the vacant space between units. " It is the degree of

difference from the original map that is the real message of

a cartogram, and generally a major reason for constructing

it" (Olson, 1976 p.377). A second characteristic, is that

the noncontiguous cartogram is drawn with discrete spatial

units. Data collected by county can be represented by a

cartogram of the state with counties of varying sizes. A
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third trait is that the noncontiguous cartogram retains the

shape of the units, making the task of recognition easier

for the map reader (Olson, 1976).

A more recent study addresses this task of recognition.

Griffin (1983) examined subjects’ ability to identify a

point location on a map with its corresponding point on a

*

cartogram. An ’intellectual transfer' has to be made to

®
retrieve information from the mind or from a standard map

base. To provide a planimetric map as an inset suggested by

Dent (1975), is to assist the map user in making the correct _

intellectual transfer (Griffin, 1983). Griffin tested this

hypothesis in two ways. In one experiment, subjects were

given a location on a cartogram and had to find the

corresponding location on the map. The second, subjects were

given locations on the map and had to find the corresponding

location on the cartogram. The cartogram-to-map set took

slightly longer for the subjects to complete with slightly

higher error rate. Griffin suggests that the decrease in

performance when location matching is from cartogram-to-

reference map in contrast to a reference map- to-cartogram

search could be realted to the cognitive map of the subjects

on the generalization in the cartogram.

A cartographer makes a map to convey information to the

map reader. If a map’s symbology is difficult to understand

or inappropriate for the data, the map reader will not

retrive the correct information from the map. No symbology
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can be expected to be the best for all spatial data. The
effectiveness of a symbolization method, then, is best

p evaluated in relation to categories of information that
might be communicated. One method of categorizing

information suggested by MacEachren (1982) is as a

continuum, from very general to very specific information.

"Map effectiveness, then, can be judged at various levels of

generalization; and the effectiveness of any given map is

likely to vary as the level of generalization required

varies” <MacEachren, 1982). _

Summary

Methods of construction dominate the present literature

on cartograms. With the development of computer programs

that allow for consistent construction of both contiguous

and noncontiguous cartograms, construction has been greatly

simplified. Attention can now be directed to evaluating

relative effectiveness of cartograms in communicating data

at different levels of generalization. Much remains to be

learned about the effectiveness of cartograms, particularly

noncontiguous value—by-area cartograms. It is the purpose of

this research to pursue that end.



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

The purpose of a map is to express and communicate

information to the user or reader. No method of mapping

geographic information will work well in all situations;

therefore, it is the goal of the cartographer to determine

which method of mapping is most suitable for the information

being portrayed. Cartograms allow map users to judge

similarities and differences between maps, distinguish

characteristics of the overall distribution, regionalize

distributions mapped, compare regions and determine which

has a higher concentration, determine the average value per

region, determine the ratio between two regions or units,

and determine the specific value for the unit. By testing

user performance with cartograms for a representative sample

of this range of tasks, the capacity of the cartogram to

communicate spatial information can be established.

Objective

I chose three distinct evaluation tasks from the range

of general to specific in order to determine what kinds of

information are communicated effectively by cartograms. The

21
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first task was to extract general patterns of a dis-

tribution. The second task was to compare regional values.

The third task was to judge the ratio of values for pairs of

individual states.

The first task was modeled after Lloyd and Steinke’s

1976 test of how well subjects judged choropleth map

similarity. In the present study, subjects were asked to

compare groups of three cartograms, and select the two which

were most similar to one another. They also were asked which

two were most different. This task focuses on an

understanding of the overall spatial distribution, and

requires subjects to conceptualize whole map distributions.

The accuracy of subjects’ judgments were measured

against Pearson's product moment correlation coefficient

between map pairs. The maps used in Lloyd and Steinke’s test

had correlation coefficients ranging from -0.82 to +0.92.

The present experiment selected variables with a similar

range of correlation coefficients. The tasks presented to

the subjects in this study were realistic, and fer that
I

„

reason, real, rather than hypothetical data were used.

Approximately sixty variables were examined as potential

data for the test maps. Socio-economic, manufacturing and

agriculture data of the United States were considered.
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Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficients were

computed for all pairs of variables, and five distributions

having correlations between individual pairs ranging from

-0.38 to +0.85 were chosen (Table 1).

The second task required subjects to derive more

detailed information from the maps. Subjects were to compare

standard census regions, chosen because they have a

relatively equal numbers of states per region. Rather than

having subjects delimit regions, as was done by Jenks (1975) .

and others (S1ocum and Gi1martin,1979), the subjects’

specific task was to determine which of two regions had the

higher concentration of the variable being mapped. Subjects

were provided with state based cartograms and a reference

maps of the regions. They had to mentally aggregate state

information into regions, and then compare those regions.

The third task was a psychophysical task similar to

previous studies on graduated circles. Subjects estimated

ratios of unit size for state pairs. Again a reference map

was provided to insure that lack of ability to identify the

states would not be a factor.

Gilmartin (1981) tested the influence internal

boundaries on estimated sizes of circles on graduated circle

maps. She hypothesized that size estimation for proportional
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Table 1. Range ¤f correlations between maps

MAP 1 MAP 2 MAP 3 MAP 4 MAP 5

MAP 1 1.0 0.694 -0.225 0.096 0.170

MAP 2 1.0 -0.385 -0.163 -0.055

MAP 3 1.0 0.553 0.329
MAP 4 1.0 0.845

MAP 5 · 1.0 _
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circles is influenced by sizes of the adjacent circles, and

that the size contrast (the overestimation of the size

difference) may be diminished if a network of internal

boundaries enclose the circles. Results indicated that

internal map boundaries did minimize the effect of the size

contrast on the apparent size of proportional circles.

One goal of the present research is to determine whether

a boundary effect, similar to that found by Gilmartin

(1981), occurs for noncontiguous cartograms. Will internal

boundaries aid the map user in obtaining information or do

internal boundaries hinder the map user by cluttering the

map? Two sets of cartograms were used for each of the three

tasks: one set had state boundaries and the second set had

only the outline of the United States. For each part of the

study, the following hypothesis was examined: Cartograms

with internal boundaries perform more effectively than those

cartograms without internal boundaries.

Procedures

Characteristics of Experimental Maps

The construction of a noncontiguous cartogram has been

described and standardized by Olson (1976). To ensure

consistency of scaling, a FORTRAN program based on her
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V
guidelines was written to produce the cartograms for this

V study (see Appendix A).

The contiguous United States was chosen as the study

area for this research because most subjects (United States

college students) would already be familiar with it.
V

Subjects should have a general idea of the size and location

V
of the states, making it possible to create a realistic set

V
of tasks. A key advantage of the noncontiguous cartogram is

preservation of unit shape. Although shape preservation

eliminates the necessity for subjects to be familiar with

the area mapped, mapping an area which is familiar to the

subject should make tasks more realistic and meaningful.

Two sets of five maps each were produced. One set

included the United States international boundaries and the

. original state boundaries along with the states in their

value-by—area scaled form. The second set of five maps only

included the United States outline and the scaled state

areas (see Appendix B). It was not desirable for the

subjects to know the nature of the distribution being

mapped, since prior knowledge of the spatial distribution of

the phenomena mapped would influence results; therefore, no

title was used. Neither set of maps included a neatline, and

a legend symbol was omitted because none of the tasks

presented to the subjects required an estimation that it

would facilitate. The cartograms themselves did not include
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the state names; however, if this information was required

for a task, a reference map was provided.

Lloyd and Steinke found that map users judge similarity

of map pairs on the basis of both spatial distribution and

the amount of blackness on the maps (Lloyd & Steinke

1976,1981). For this reason the amount of area covered, or

the amount of blackness, was held constant on the

experimental maps. Holding the amount of blackness constant

removes that variable from subject judgements. The amount of

area covered on each of the five distributions was

calculated and the mean area covered was determined. Each

map was then rescaled so the amount of area covered, or the

amount of blackness, was equal.

Texture was also held constant. A 120 line per inch

shading was added photographicaly rather than by plotter.

Groop and Cole’s research (1978) on graduated circles used a

30% gray tone to allow any areas of overlap to still be

visible. Since overlap is not a problem with the

noncontiguous cartogram, a darker tone, 50% gray, was used

to enhance the figure—ground relationship.
'

Test maps were four by six inches, resulting in a scale

of 1:30,000,000. This scale resembles maps and cartograms

often found in textbooks while maintaining an acceptable

level of legibility.
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Experimental Test Design

A total of 182 undergraduate students from Virginia

Polytechnic Institute and State University and Salisbury

State College in Maryland were the subjects for this

research. All subjects were enrolled in geography classes,

including both introductory and upper level classes. ·
Approximately two—thirds of the subjects were enrolled in

the freshman—sophomore courses of Introduction to Geography,

Urban Geography, and Economic Geography, and one—third were

enrolled in a senior level Urban Social Geography course. No

cartography classes were tested, although some subjects had

previously taken, or were currently taking introductory or

advanced cartography. The basic concept of the cartogram,

therefore, may have been familiar to some students, but no

subject had any formal training in either construction or

use of cartograms.

Each subject perfcrmed only one of the three tasks sc

that acquired experience of using a cartogram would not be a

factor. All tasks were administered in a familiar classroom

setting and subjects were told that their names were not

required cn the answer sheets, therefore reducing anxiety

toward the test situation.
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For all three tasks the same procedure was followed.

Each subject was given a test package containing one answer

sheet with the instructions on the set of maps necessary for

the exercise. The subjects were asked to remove the contents

of the envelope, and then asked to read the instructions.

Approximately three minutes were allowed for the reading of

the instructions. A brief oral overview of the instructions

followed and then an opportunity for questions was allowed.

Subjects were told they had 15 minutes to complete the

exercise. Fifteen minutes was ample time for most subjects. p

Those who needed more time had their exercise collected last

resulting in a few subjects having slightly more than the

alloted 15 minutes.

Experimental Tasks

The purpose of Task One was to establish whether

subjects could visually determine the pair of maps from each

triad that were most similar, or most highly correlated, and

the pair that were most different, or having the lowest

correlation <see Appendix C). A random selection of

consonants, arranged so no meaning could be interpreted from

them, identified each map. Subjects recorded the letters

which corresponded to the maps most similar and most

different on the answer sheet provided.

Two categories of maps tested, maps with internal
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i
l boundaries and maps without internal boundaries, were
I randomly distributed throughout the class. All maps received

by any given individual were of the same type. For each

category of map (with and without internal boundaries) all

, possible triads of the five maps (10 sets) were combined and
}

given to the subjects (see Appendix C). Within each set of

} three maps the maps were randomly arranged, and within each

i
group the sets of three were in random order.

In Task Two subjects were provided with a reference map

of the United States with the state names, region _

boundaries, and region numbers on it. The United States was

divided into six regions with approximately the same number

of states per region. The regions were a modification of the

economic regions identified by the United States Bureau of

the Census. Slight modifications were made to the regions to

ensure the consistency in the number of states per region.

Subjects then used the reference map in conjunction with the

five cartograms, which did not include region boundaries, in

order to perform the required task.

On each of the five cartograms, subjects were to compare

all possible pairs of the six regions,<ie. I5 pairs) and

determine, in relation to the first region listed, whether

the second region had a higher or lower value (see Appendix

D). To select the correct answer, subjects were required to

mentally aggregate information from states in each region in

order for a comparison to be made. Half of the subjects
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received cartograms with internal boundaries and half

received those cartograms without internal boundaries. This

exercise requires more specific information to be obtained

from the maps than does the first task.

Ratio estimation was chosen as the third and final task
i

because it represents one of the most specific information

I
retrival tasks for which a cartogram could be expected to be

I
used. As in task two, subjects were provided with a

reference map of the United States with the state names,

region boundaries and region numbers, along with the five _

different cartograms. Subjects were asked to make eight

estimations per map and record their answers on the sheet

provided (see Appendix E). In selecting the states to be

used, characteristics such as size of states and adjacency

to other states were considered. The goal was for

comparisons to be made between both similar size and

different sized states at varying distances from each other.

For example, two small adjacent states were compared as well

as two small states located across the country. Table 2

shows a break down of states and sizes for each map. This

procedure makes it possible to determine whether the

underestimation of differences found for graduated circles

and some other point symbols occurs for cartograms, and

whether the spatial seperation of the states influences the

judgment in any way.
INI
L............................................_..............................h„k„___r
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Table 2. State comparison

STATE MAP l MAP 2 MAP 3 MAP 4 MAP 5w FF KK MM NN
Maine Nevada S M S L ML S MS MS S S
New Hampshire Vermont S S S S M ML M M S S

North Dakota Wyoming M M M L S S MS MS M M

Washington Mississippi L S M S ML ML M M M M

New York Ohio M S S S M M ML ML L L
Arizona Utah M L M M S S MS MS M M
Georgia Missouri L S S S ML ML M M ML ML

S - small
MS- medium small
M - medium
ML- medium large

L - large
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SUMMARY

A variety of information can be obtained from a map by

an inquisitive map reader. The tasks chosen to evaluate this

research span a range of potential information acquisition

from very general information to specific detail. Inherent

in the cartogram are characteristics which may assist the

map user in one task and hinder them in another. The fact

that the cartogram is visually striking may assist the user

in determining which two cartograms are similar and impede _

the process of comparing the ratio of the values of two

states. The goal is to determine the relative suitability of

the noncontiguous cartogram across a continuum of uses.
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS and RESULTS

The goal of this research two—fold. One is to determine

the relative suitability of the noncontiguous cartogram

across a continuum of uses. The second is to test the

hypothesis that internal boundaries assist the reader in

obtaining information from the cartograms.

Task One

Task One required subjects to assimilate the mapped

information at the most general level on the continuum of

general to specific information. Subjects visually

determined which pair of maps from each triad was most

similar and which pair was most different. The overall

percent of correct responses for all judgments on both map

types was 82%. The cartograms are highly effective in

conveying very general geographic information.
u

Comparison of cartograms with and without borders shows

that similarity judgments were equally accurate for the two

map types while bordered maps did slightly better for

difference judgmnt (Figure 5.). To determine whether this

difference was significant a difference of proportion was

34
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performed using the percent correct responses. The following

hypothesis were addressed:

HO: There is no difference in subjects’ accuracy between

bordered and non—bordered cartograms.
6

HA: Accuracy is greater for cartograms with internal

borders than those without internal borders.

N
Using the large sample difference of proportion test

where,

gb — Nnon

z=/f><1-f>><1 + 1)
Nb Nngn

gb is the overall percent correct for bordered responses

Tnon is the overall percent correct for nonbordered

responses

N is the total number of responses

Alpha = 0.05

Nb is the number of subjects for the bordered cartogram

Nnon is the number of subjects for the nonbordered
6

cartograms

No significant difference was found for either the

similarity or difference judgments (at the 0.05 level). This

finding suggests that internal boundaries, therefore neither
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aided nor hindered the map reader in determining map

similarity difference. Tables 3a and 3b indicate the percent

of correct responses for both the similarity and difference

judgment on cartograms with and without borders.

An examination of the sets of triads (Figure 6) will

show a possible reason why there was no significant

difference found for either the similarity or difference

V judgment. In the most cases, the most similar map pair was
V

much more obvious than the most dissimilar pair. The task

became more difficult when the most different map had to be

selected.

Task Two

Task Two required more specific information retrieval

processing. Three questions were of interest in this task.

First, as in Task One, it is important to know if cartograms

effectively express geographic information. Second, do

internal boundaries influence the map reader°s ability to

determine a specified region and compare that region to a

second region. Third, is it easier to compare adjacent
T

regions, than non—adjacent regions?

Correct responses were given for 77% of the questions.

Compared to the general Task One, performance effectiveness
is reduced. The task performed has become harder. Still the

V
subjects were able to interpret the cartogram and gain the
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Table 3a. Percent correct responses for cartograms with

borders for similarity difference judgment

Cartograms With Borders

Set Percent Correct Percent Correct
I # Similarity Difference

1 100 62
”

2 93 79

3 97 66

4 86 83

5 86 86

6 100 41

7 90 90

8 83 93

9 100 66

10 93 59
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Table 3b. Percent correct responses for cartograms without

borders for similarity difference judgment.

}

Cartograms Without Borders

} Set Percent Correct Percent Correct
# Similarity Difference

1 97 _ 55
_

2 100 59

3 100 45

4 83 76

5 83 83

p 6 97 62

7 76 86

8 90 86

9 97 72

10 97 55
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Figure 6. Triad breakdown comparison.
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desired information. The second task required more focused

attention on the data and was anticipated to be more

difficult then Task One. When compared to 82% correct

responses in the first task, however we see only a slight

decline.

Although results of Task One indicated that internal

boundaries did not affect the students’ performance, it is

hypothesized that as the task becomes more dependent upon
, individual values, additional contextual information will

improve the subjects’ ability to make the correct

determination. _
Accuracy is measured as the percent of correct responses

concerning which region has the higher overall value. The

null hypothesis for this question is:

HO: The accuracy of region comparison for cartograms

with internal boundaries is equal to the accuracy for the

cartograms without internal boundaries.

HA: The accuracy of region comparison for cartograms

with internal boundaries is greater than the accuracy for

cartograms without internal boundaries.

Comparison of the overall percent of correct responses

per map is provided in Figure 7. No striking differences

appear in how well subjects perform with cartograms having
internal boundaries and those without. Using the large

l
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sample statistic for the difference of proportion test,wecan

conclude at the significance level of 0.05 that our

calculated z value of 0.53 was not great enough to reject

the null hypothesis. The percent correct responses for

cartograms with internal boundaries is not significantly

different than the percent of correct responses for

cartograms without internal boundaries. The cartograms with

and without internal boundaries worked equally well. The

ability to compare region values was not affected by the
f

internal boundaries.

To consider whether it was easier to compare values for _

regions that are adjacent or nonadjacent, bar charts were

produced (Figures 3 & 9). Difference of proportion

statistics confirmed the apparent similarities in four

subgroups:

A. Nonadjacent regions, comparing with and

' without internal boundaries

B. Adjacent regions, comparing with and without

internal boundaries

C. Cartograms with internal boundaries,

judging adjacent versus nonadjacent regions

D. Cartograms without internal boundaries,

judging adjacent versus nonadjacent regions

There was no difference between cartograms with internal

boundaries and cartograms without internal boundaries for

either adjacent or nonadjacent regions (A and B).

l
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For cartograms with internal boundaries subjects :

I

peformed better in estimating nonadjacent regions. The same

result was found for cartograms without internal boundaries:

performance was superior for nonadjacent regions.

It is generally believed that regions that are close

together are more easily compared. In an effort to find out

why this did not hold true in the current experiment,

Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient was derived

i
between each region pair on the map. In all but one case,

the correlation value is very close to zero (Table 4). Thus,

it was difficult, if not impossible, to detect differences _

between adjacent regions.

Task Three

Task Three required subjects to estimate the ratio

between two states. Subjects needed to identlfy the two

states, using the reference map provided, and estimate how

many times larger one state was in comparison to the other.

As with Tasks One and Two, I will assess how well subjects

performed overall, and whether this method of presentation

is a suitable way to depict this kind of data.

It is unrealistic to think that subjects would use a

cartogram to interpret specific state information, therfore.

subjects were asked to circle the state with the higher

value of each pair. Over three-quarters (77%) of the
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Table 4. Range and median of correlations between regions V

Range of correlations between regions:

NONADJACENT ADJACENT

V MAP 1 W 0.173 - -0.619 0.783 - -0.316

MAP 2 FF 0.588 - -0.660 0.500 - -0.617

MAP 3 KK 0.192 - -0.731 0.455 - -0.443

MAP 4 MM 0.298 - -0.393 0.489 - -0.475

MAP 5 NN 0.558 - -0.468 0.492 - -0.392

Median of correlations between regions:

NONADJACENT ADJACENT

MAP 1 W 0.19 0.0165

MAP 2 FF 0.068 0.1885

MAP 3 KK 0.072 0.2495

MAP 4 MM 0.135 0.1877 ·

MAP 5 NN 0.135 0.1136
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subjects made that determination correctly. Again, little E

difference resulted between subjects using bcrdered and

nonbordered cartograms (Figure 10).

To compare the overall performance on this task with

that on previous tasks, the percent of correct responses was

calculated. The data were classed in four categories:

underestimated, overestimated, no response and a correct

answer. A correct response was plus or minus .5 from the

exact answer. Figure 11 illustrates the results of those

tabulations. The orginal maps are important in interpreting

these results (see Appendix B). The ratio between pairs of

states varied greatly from map to map. The maximum ratio was

4071 to 1 while the minimum ratio was 1 to 1. Maps 1,2 and 3

all had ratios which were very large while maps 4 and 5 had

very little Variation in the ratios between the states.

Task Three is one of the most difficult and specific

tasks fcr which a map would be used. lf more specific

information were required, the subject should refer to a

table rather than a map. Subjects estimated the ratio

between two states and specified which state had the higher

value. When two states differ substantially (large tc

small), there is a correspcnding Variation in the estimation

cf the value. Furthermore, the actual value is larger than

the mean estimated value; thus the difference between a

large state and a small state is underestimated.

When states were similar in size (small to small, medium
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to medium, large to large) 16 out of 50 mean estimations

were greater than the actual value for the cartogram with

internal boundaries.
It was hypothesized that cartograms with internal

borders would assist the reader in approximating the value

Ä

of one state in relation to the second state. The primary

hypothesis was as follows:

Ä . H0: Cartograms with internal borders and those

without internal borders are equally effective when used to

judge the ratio between two states. ·

HA: Cartograms with internal borders are more

effective than cartograms without internal borders when

estimating the ratio between two states. A difference of

proportion test shows no significant difference between

cartograms with and without internal boundaries. Although

the difference between states of similar size is

underestimated there is not enough evidence to conclude that

one type of cartogram is more effective than another.

Among the five maps eight comparisons were made of small

scaled state to small scaled state. For cartograms with

internal boundaries six of nine comparisons showed the mean

response higher than the actual value. While the cartogram

without internal boundaries had only three of the eight

comparisons with a mean value greater than the actual value.

The difference between two small scaled states tend to be

overestimated for both cartograms with and without internal
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boundaries. However, these results seem to indicate that

cartograms without internal boundaries have fewer incidences

of overestimation than those with internal boundaries.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

I Limitations
I Conclusions based upon this study are subject to several

limitations arising from choices made in designing the

experiment. The methodology, specifically the test design,

had flaws. The directions were misleading in some cases;

subjects were sometimes uncertain as to how to procede with

the experiment. Use of clearer instructions might have

provided different results.

The time constraint was also a factor, although the
I majority of subjects finished the tasks a small number of

answer sheets had only a few responses completed. That some

subjects could not finish demonstrates that the tasks were

not simple.

Another problem with the test design was the quality of

the maps used for the test. An attempt was made to maintain _

consistency between maps and screens. However, the procedure

for reproducing the maps degraded some of the gray tones.

In some cases the size of certain states was so small

they became unrecognizable. The distribution of the data may

53
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also have played a role in the results. In three of the five ä
maps the data were very different, in two maps the

correlations between states were close to l. In the future

all aspects of the data sets should be studied before

selecting the distributions to be tested.

A final shortcoming of this experiment was the number of

subjects taking each test. Attempts were made to get at

least 30 subjects in each sample but the actual number was

often less.

Conclusions

If cartograms are to increase in popularity and

usefulness, we need to find out how these maps are perceived

and how well information can be acquired from them. My

research has shown that cartograms can work effectively
i

through a continuum of spatial tasks. The most general task

on this continuum was to compare distributions; the second

task was to compare regional values; and the third task was

to compare the values of pairs of individual states and

specify the ratio between them.

An overall impression of the distributions can

definitely be obtained from both types of cartograms, 82% of

the responses were correct for this task. From this task we

have very strong support for using the cartogram. No

W
l



66significantdifference in performance can be seen for

cartograms with and without internal boundaries on Task One.

The initial hypothesis that cartograms with internal

boundaries were more effective than those without was h¤„

supported: both kinds of cartograms would ae aduduats io;

portraying general distribntions.

A l though lson and l«‘{cGregor ( 19:33 ) f ow.1n·;i cal T; ogr a ms

with internal boundaries to be extremely helpful in

depicting information, the present study does not support

their conclusion. Subjects did well using both types of

cartograms and this study was unable to demonstrate a

significant difference between cartograms with internal

boundaries and those without.

Slocum and Gilmartin (1979) found that internal

boundaries did not influence the map users ability to

determine clusters of graduated circles in five of seven

maps tested. Task Two concurs with this conclusion, the

addition of internal boundaries to cartograms did not

significantly enhance the accuracy with which subjects

compared regions. As a result of Task Two we can conclude

that cartograms with internal boundaries and cartograms

without internal boundaries work equally well.
I

Cartograms did not work well as a method for portraying

specific information (ratios between two states), although

almost everyone could identify the larger of the two states.

The range of ratios could have influenced these results. As
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the difference between those states that differ greatly and

overestimate the difference between states which are more

similar. The more traditional method of symbolization would

better serve the cartographer as well as the map reader.

From the unanswered questions posed in the limitation,

it is obvious more research is needed in the area of

cartogram effectiveness. It would be interesting to study

the comparison of the graduated circle and the cartogram

with identical data and see which is more effective in

portraying the geographic information. .
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Appendix A I

DIMENSION X(9000),Y(9000),EDGE(500),NUM(500)
DIMENSION XR(9000),YR(9000),RXR(9000);RYR(9000)
DIMENSION DIRCT3(150,8),XXR(9000),YYR(9000),TNN(50)
DIMENSION CX(50);CY(50),USAZ(50);NEWX(9000),NEWY(9000) I ”
DIMENSION ZDEN(50),RTART(50)

C
INTEGER I,J,K,L,M,N,O,Q,NREG,NEDGE,TPOT,START,EDGE,ZZ,Z,V
INTEGER B,W,U,C,D,E,F,G,AA,QQ,VV,RAREA
INTEGER BB,CC,F,FF,FFF,L,LL,MM,U,V,W,R,E,D,DD,EE,II
INTEGER DIRCT2,DIRCT3,NN,NNT,TNN,HERE,THERE

C
REAL MAX,MICHl,MICH2,MICH3,MICH4,NY1,NY2
REAL TCCX,TCX,TCCY,TCY,BCCX,BCX,BCCY,BCY,AIRX,AIRY

C
CALL PLOTS(0,0,50)
CALL FACTOR(.4)

C
C ROT=270.0

ROT=0.0
P=3.l415926
A=ROT*(P/180) _C
NREG=48
NEDGE=l47
TPOT=54l2

C
DO l I=1,l47

READ(4,99) (DIRCT3(I,J),J=1,8)
99 EORMAT(8I9)

1 CONTINUE
C

DO 2 I=1,TPOT
II=I

READ(3,l6) X(I),Y(I)
X(I)=X(I)+lO

XR(II)=X(I)*COS(A)—Y(I)*SIN(A)
C XR(II)=XR(II)+5.0

YR(II)=Y(I)*COS(A)+X(I)*SIN(A)
C YR(II)=YR(II)+15.0

16 EORMAT(2F6.2)
2 CONTINUE

C
II=O
DO 3 L=1,NREG

K=L
Z=O
NPEN=3
DO 4 I=1,NEDGE

AA=I
M=DIRCT3(I,8)+l
N=DIRCT3(I,8)+DIRCT3(I,7)

60
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Q=N+l
NPEN=3
IF(DIRCT3(I,4).EQ.K) GO TO 91
IF(DIRCT3(I,5).EQ.K) GO TO 91

„ GO TO 4
. .C

91 II=II+1
EDGE(II)=AA

6 FORMAT(I3)
Z=Z+1
GO TO 4

4 CONTINUE
NUM(L)=Z
WRITE(9,6) NUM(L)
GO TO 3

3 CONTINUE
.

C
NREG=48
NEDGE=147
W=1
NPEN=3

C
DO 55 L=1,NREG

K=L
NPEN=3
V=NUM(L)

C WRITE(8,66) NUM(L),V
VV=V—l
U=(V+W)—l
Q=W

C WR1TE(8,66) W
66 FORMAT(2I3)

C
C FFF=1

NNT=O
DO 54 F=Q,U

NPEN=3
C=EDGE(F)

C WRITE(8,*) C
IF(F.EQ.Q) GO TO 100
GO TO 65

C
65 DO 56 FF=Q,U

NPEN=3
C=EDGE(FF)

C WRITE(8,*) C,B
IF(B.EQ.C) GO TO 56

92 IF(DIRCT3(B,BB).EQ.DIRCT3(C,2).OR.DIRCT3(B,BB).EQ.DIRCT3(C,3))
CGO TO 100

56 CONTINUE
GO TO 54

100 N=DIRCT3(C,7)+DIRCT3(C,8)
NN=DIRCT3(C,7)
M=DIRCT3(C,8)+l
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QQ=N+l
lll IF(DIRCT3(C,4).EQ.K) GO TO 10

IF(DIRCT3(C,5).EQ;K) GO TO ll
C

. 10 B;C · „
BB=3

DO 90 O=M,N
VA1=33.99
VA2=9.5O
VA3=9.3l
MICH1=29.l4
MICH2=14.09
MICH3=29.13
MICH4=14.l4
NYl=34.45
NY2=11.86
CONl=34.42
CON2=12.05

C IF((XR(O).EQ.CONl).AND.(YR(O).EQ.CON2)) NPEN=3
C IF((XR(O).EQ.NYl).AND.(YR(O).EQ.NY2)) NPEN=3

CALL PLOT (XR(O),YR(O),NPEN) ·
NPEN=2

IF((XR(O).EQ.VAl).AND.(YR(O).EQ.(VA2))) NPEN=3
IF((XR(O).EQ.VA1).AND.(YR(O).EQ.VA3)) NPEN=3
IF((XR(O).EQ.MICHl).AND.(YR(O).EQ.MICH2)) NPEN=3
IF((XR(O).EQ.MICH3).AND.(YR(O).EQ.MICH4)) NPEN=3
XXR(O)=XR(O)
YYR(O)=YR(O)

WRITE(5,15) XXR(O),YYR(O)
15 FORMAT(2F6.2)
90 CONTINUE

NNT=NNT+NN
_ C WRITE(8,*) NNT

C WRITE(8,*) B
GO TO 54

C
ll B=C

BB=2
DO 80 O=M,N

QQ=QQ—l
VA1=33.99
VA2=9.50
VA3=9.3l
MICH1=29.l4
MICH2=14.09
MICH3=29.13
MICH4=14.14
NY1=34.45
NY2=11.86
CON1=34.42
CON2=12.05

C IF((XR(QQ).EQ.CON1).AND.(YR(QQ).EQ.CON2)) NPEN=3
C IF((XR(QQ).EQ.NY1).AND.(YR(QQ).EQ.NY2)) NPEN=3

CALL PLOT (XR(QQ),YR(QQ),NPEN)
NPEN=2

11
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IF((XR(QQ).EQ.VA1).AND.(YR(QQ).EQ.(VA2))) NPEN=3
IF((XR(QQ).EQ.VAl).AND.(YR(QQ).EQ.VA3)) NPEN=3
IF((XR(QQ).EQ.MICH1).AND.(YR(QQ).EQ.MICH2)) NPEN=3
IF((XR(QQ).EQ.MICH3).AND.(YR(QQ).EQ.MICH4)) NPEN=3E . . —XXR(O)=XR-(QQ)_ « _
‘WRITE(5,15)XXR(O),YYR(O)80 CONTINUE

NNT=NNT+NN
GO TO 5454 CONTINUE57 W=W+V
TNN(L)=NNT

18 FORMAT(I4)55 CONTINUEC
CALL AREA (RXR,RYR,RTART,TNN,ZDEN,CX,CY) _C
DO 75 I=1,NREG

READ(12,12) USAZ(I)
C 12 FORMAT(F9.1)

12 FORMAT(20X,F9.l)
C 12 FORMAT(F9.2)
C 12 EORMAT(20X,F9.2)75 CONTINUE
C

MAX=0.0
DO 76 I=1,NREG

ZDEN(I)=(USAZ(I))/(RTART(I))
ZDEN(I)=SQRT(ZDEN(I))

C WRITE(19,9876) ZDEN(I)
9876 FORMAT(F18.4)

IE(ZDEN(I).GE.MAX) MAX=ZDEN(I)76 CONTINUE
C WRITE(8,*) MAX

WRITE(2,2222) MAX
2222 FORMAT(F18.4)

C
CALL RESCA (ZDEN,MAX,RXR,RYR,CX,CY,USAZ,TNN,XNEW,YNEW,RTART)C
NPEN=3
DO 375 I=1,NEDGE
NPEN=3 _

IF(DIRCT3(I,6).EQ.1) GO TO 380GO TO 375
380 HERE=DIRCT3(I,8)+l

THERE=DIRCT3(I,7)+DIRCT3(I,8)
DO 385 J=HERE,THEREVA1=33.99

VA2=9.5O
VA3=9.3l
MICH1=29.l4
MICH2=l4.09
MICH3=29.13MICH4=14.14

I
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NYl=34.45
NY2=l1.86
CONl=34.42

W CON2=l2.05 __ C.· ‘ __ · - IF((XR(J).EQ.CON1).AND.(YR(J).EQ;CON2)) NPEN=3_ C IF((XR(J).EQ.NY1).AND.(YR(J).EQ.NY2)) NPEN=3
C CALL PLOT (XR(J),YR(J),NPEN)

NPEN=2E IF((XR(J).EQ.VA1).AND.(YR(J).EQ.(VA2))) NPEN=3
IF((XR(J).EQ.VA1).AND.(YR(J).EQ.VA3)) NPEN=3
IF((XR(J).EQ.MICH1).AND.(YR(J).EQ.MICH2)) NPEN=3
IF((XR(J).EQ.MICH3).AND.(YR(J).EQ.MICH4)) NPEN=3385 CONTINUE

375 CONTINUE
CALL PLOT(0.0,0.0,999)
STOP
END

C

C
SUBROUTINE AREA (REGX,REGY,TART,NNN,DEN,CX,CY)
DIMENSION REGX(9000),REGY(9000),NNN(50),TART(50),DEN(50)
DIMENSION CX(50),CY(50),Z(50)
INTEGER NNN,COUNT,QQT,W,V
REAL AIRA,AIRB,ARE,TART,TAREA,REGX,REGY,DEN
REAL TCCX,TCX,TCCY,TCY,BCCX,BCX,BCCY,BCY,AIRX,AIRY

C
NREG=48
V=O
W=1
QQT=O

DO 2 L=1,NREG
C READ(38,18) NNN(L)

18 FORMAT(I4)
2 CONTINUE

DO 3 L=1,NREG
LLL=L

7 QQT=NNN(L)
TAREA=0.0
BCY=0.0
BCX=0.0
TCY=0.0
TCX=0.0
V=(W+QQT)·l

C WRITE(8,*) W,V
DO 11 I=W,V

READ(20,5) REGX(I),REGY(I)
C REGX(I)=REGX(I)+1O
C WRITE(26,5) REGX(I),REGY(I)

5 FORMAT(2F6.2)
ll CONTINUE

V=V—l
DO 22 I=W,V

K=I
IF(K.NE.V) GO TO 13
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REGX(I+1)=REGX(W) ’
REGY(I+l)=REGY(W)

13 AIRA=(REGX(I)*REGY(I+1))
AIRB=(REGX(I+1)*REGY(I))

1 _- AIRX=(REGX(I)tREGX(l+1)) · . _ _. i · q° - AlRY=(REGY(I)+REGY(I¥1)) ‘ ” _
· TCCX=((AIRA—AIRB)*AIRX)

TCX=TCX+TCCX
BCCX=(AIRA-AIRB)
BCX=BCX+BCCX
TCCY=((AIRB—AIRA)*AIRY)
TCY=TCY+TCCY
BCCY=(AIRB-AIRA)
BCY=BCY+BCCY
ARE=((AIRA—AIRB)/2)
TAREA=TAREA+ARE

22 CONTINUE
TART(L)=TAREA
CX(L)=(TCX/(3*(BCX)))
CY(L)=(TCY/(3*(BCY)))

IF(LLL.EQ.48) GO TO 77
GO TO 80

77 CX(L)=CX(L)+.25
CY(L)=CY(L)+.9

C
80 IF(LLL.EQ.25) GO TO 79

GO TO 78
79 CX(L)=CX(L)+.5

CY(L)=CY(L)—.85
C WRITE(8,*) CX(L),CY(L)
78 MOLLY=O

WRITE(15,l5) TART(L)
C WRITE(8,*) TART(L)

15 FORMAT(F8.3)
W=(W+QQT>

W=V
3 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

C
C
C

SUBROUTINE RESCA
(SCALEZ,MAX,REGX,REGY,CX,CY,USAZ,NNN,NEWX,NEWY,T)

DIMENSION CX(50),CY(50),RCX(50),RCY(50),REGX(9000),REGY(9000)
DIMENSION NEWX(9000),NEWY(9000),SCALEZ(50),T(50),USAZ(50)
DIMENSION SCALE(50),NNN(50)

C
INTEGER Z,L,LL,QQT,NNN,NREG,CNT,W,V

C
REAL SCALE,SCALEZ,NEWX,NEWY,VALHI,REGX,REGY,RCX,RCY,MAX
REAL MICH1,MICH2,MICH3,MICH4,NY1,NY2,T,NEWA,TNEWA,MULT

C
C CALL PLOTS(0,0,50)
C CALL FACTOR(.4)

ROT=0.0

11.....-
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P=3.1415926
A=ROT*(P/180)
MULT=0.0
SIZE=86.97
NREG=48 4 _ _
DO 30 I=1,NREG

II=I
C READ(l1,1l) CX(I),CY(I)
ll FORMAT(2F5.3)

RCX(II)=CX(I)*COS(A)—CY(I)*SIN(A)
RCY(II)=CY(I)*COS(A)+CX(I)*SIN(A)

30 CONTINUE
DO 20 L=1,NREG

LL=L
SCALE(LL)=(SCALEZ(L))/MAX

C SCALE(LL)=SCALE(LL)+0.025
20 CONTINUE

C
TNEWA=0.0
DO 419 L=1,NREG

NEWA=T(L)*SCALE(L)
TNEWA=TNEWA+NEWA

419 CONTINUE
WRITE(8,*) TNEWA
W=1
DO 10 L=1,NREG

LL=L
C READ(17,17) SCALE(LL)

17 FORMAT(F3.2)
QQT=NNN(L)
V=(W+QQT)-1
DO 40 I=W,V

READ(25,5) REGX(I),REGY(I)
C REGX(I)=REGX(I)+10

5 FORMAT(2F6.2)
40 CONTINUE

C
NPEN=3

C
C

IF(TNEWA.GT.SIZE) GO TO 614
GO TO 615

614 MULT=TNEWA/SIZE
SCALE(LL)=SCALE(LL)/MULT -

GO TO 555
615 MULT=TNEWA/SIZE

SCALE(LL)=SCALE(LL)/MULT
GO TO 555

555 DO 50 I=W,V
K=I

VAl=33.99
VA2=9.5O
VA3=9.31
MICH1=29.l4

L
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MICH2=14.09
MICH3=29.13
MICH4=14.14
NYl=34„45 _ VI I M' __. _NY2=ll.86
CONl=34.42
CON2=l2.05

NEWX(K)=SCALE(LL)*(REGX(I)-RCX(L))+RCX(L)
NEWY(K)=SCALE(LL)*(REGY(I)-RCY(L))+RCY(L)

C IF((REGX(I).EQ.CON1).AND.(REGY(I).EQ.CON2)) NPEN=3
V C IF((REGX(I).EQ.NY1).AND.(REGY(I).EQ.NY2)) NPEN=3I C CALL PLOT (NEWX(K),NEWY(K),NPEN)

NPEN=2
IF((REGX(I).EQ.VA1).AND.(REGY(I).EQ.(VA2))) NPEN=3
IF((REGX(I).EQ.VAl).AND.(REGY(I).EQ.VA3)) NPEN=3
IE((REGX(I).EQ.MICH1).AND.(REGY(I).EQ.MICH2)) NPEN=3
IF((REGX(I).EQ.MICH3).AND.(REGY(I).EQ.MICH4)) NPEN=3SO CONTINUE

W=W+QQT
10 CONTINUE

C
TAAAA=0.0
DO 418 L=1,NREG

AAAA=T(L)*SCALE(L)
TAAAA=TAAAA+AAAA

418 CONTINUE
WRITE(8,*) TAAAA

C CALL PLOT (0.0,0.0,999)
RETURN
END

III I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
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Appemdix C
VSome distributions are very much alike, that is, low values of one distribution

are found in the same places as low values of the other distribution, mediumvalues are found in the same locations as the medium values of the other, and
so on. when we map similar distributions, we expect the two maps, or "pictures,"
to look similar. For instance, if we mapped the population in each square mile
of an area and made another map of the number of houses in each square mile,
the two maps would probably look very much alike. If we mapped the population
in each square mile of an area and made another map of number of farms greater
than lOOO acres, the two maps would probably look very different.

Given the following set of maps please identify which pair of maps looks most
similar and which pair looks most different.
In the appropriate column on the answer sheet below please write the letters
corresponding to the maps looking most similar, and the letters corresponding

V to the maps looking most different.
The maps are organized in sets of 3, when you finish one set clip them back
together and continue.
when you have finished clip your answer sheet and all sets of maps together.

Most Similar Pair Most Different Pair
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I

·
IAppendix D I

Using the reference map at the top of the page to assist you, complete the task for I
each.of the maps provided. The following set of maps represents different comodities
produced by state. In the space labeled MAP LETTERS record the letters which are in
the lower left corner of your map. In the exercise you are to compare the production I
levels between the states which are specified below.

IIn the following pairs of states determine which state has a higher production level
of the comodity being mapped. Circle the state name and then give the ratio Ibetween the state with the higher production level and the state with the lower
production level. When you have finished with one map continue with the next map. I

— IIAI Example: State. A B State C D O
A is 2 times as large as B B D is 3.1 times as large as c2:1 I] 3 . 1:1 C

I MAP LETTERS MAP LETTERS K:]

I Maine Nevada Maine Nevada
New Hampshire Vermont New Hampshire Vermont
North Dakota Wyoming North Dakota Wyoming
Washington Mississippi Washington MississippiNew York Ohio New York OhioCalifornia Texas California TexasArizona Utah Arizona Utah
Georgia Missouri Georgia Missouri

__ _ _ MAP LETTERS MAP LETTERS .„
Maine Nevada Maine Nevada
New Hampshire Vermont New Hampshire Vermont
North Dakota Wyoming North Dakota Wyoming
Washington Mississippi Washington MississippiNew York Ohio New York OhioArizona Utah Arizona Utah
Georgia Missouri Georgia Missouri

MAPLETTERSI
I Maine Nevada I I
I New Hampshire Vermont INorth Dakota Wyoming I

Washington Mississippi
INew York Ohio

Arizona UtahGeorgia Missouri I
I

Briefly explain what criteria you used to make your judgement.
' I

I
I
I

. I
I
I
I
II VII I
II

I4 _ __ _ _(__1____1________________________,____...,.....................................-..-.------
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Appemdix E ·

Using the reference map at the top of the page to assist you, complete the task for
each of the maps provided. The following set of maps represent different conmodities

_ · produced by state.— In the space labeled map letters record the letters which are in - _
. the lower left corner of the map you are looking at. In this exercise you are to · ·

_ compare the production levels between the regions of the country which are specified
below.
In relation to the first region listed in each pair detennine whether the second region
has a higher or lower production of the commodity mapped, and circle the appropriate
answer. Hhen you have finished with the first map continue with the next map.

Example: Region 7 8 H (:>
7 has a higher level of production than 8

—MAP LETTERS MAP LETTERS

Region 2 5 H L Region 2 5 H L
· Region 6 ‘ 4 H L Region 6 4 H L

Region 2 3 H L Region Z 3 H L
Region 4 l H L Region 4 l H L
Region 3 6 H L Region 3 6 H L
Region l S H L Region l S H L
Region 3 4 H L Region 3 4 H L
Region 5 6 H L Region 5 6 H L
Region 4 2 H L Region 4 2 H L
Region 6 l H L Region 6 l H L
Region 4 5 H L Region 4 5 H L
Region l 3 H L Region l 3 H L
Region 2 6 H L Region 2 6 H L
Region 5 3 H L Region 5 3 H L
Region l 2 H L Region l 2 H L

MAP LETIERS . MAP LETTERS

Region 2 S H L Region 2 5 H L
Region 6 4 H L Region 6 4 H L
Region 2 3 H L Region 2 3 H L
Region 4 l H L Region 4 l H L
Region 3 6 H L Region 3 6 H L
Region l S H L Region l 5 H L
Region 3 4 H L Region 3 4 H L
Region 5 6 H L Region 5 6 H L
Region 4 2 H L Region 4 2 H L
Region 6 l H L Region 6 l H L
Region 4 5 H L Region 4 5 H L
Region l 3 H L Region l 3 H L
Region 2 6 H L Region 2 6 H L
Region 5 3 H L Region 5 3 H L
Region l 2 H L Region l 2 H L

MAP LETTERS

Region 2 S H L
Region 6 4 H L ·
Region 2 3 H L
Region 4 l H L
Region 3 6 H L
Region l 5 H L _
Region 3 4 H L
Region 6 6 H L I
Region 4 2 H L I
Region 6 l H L
Region 4 5 H L IRegion l 3 H L
Region 2 6 H L
Region - 5 3 H L I
Region l 2 H L

I
Briefly explain what criteria you used to make your judgement. I

76
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